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SPAED AMOR L%

The earliest reference that I have found to the modern use of spaced
armor is in Brassey', Naval Annua1 for 1913, where, on page 372. reference
is made to a proposal to employ a 1" thick plate in front of and separated
by a space from the main armor of naval vessels. The function of this
relatively thin plate was to decap the attacking projectile so that it
would be shattered and consequently defeated by the heavy face-hardened
belt armor of the vessel.

The anti-torpedo blisters that were fastened to ships at and below
their waterlines during World War I represented another use of spaced . '-'
armor to increase the defensive ability of armored vessels. The functlon
of the outer plating of the blisters was to detonate the torpedoes some"'"- "_

distance from the hull of the vessel and prevent the full force of the
detonation from breaching the vessel.

Spaced armor was first used in World War II by the Germans who, in
1943, fitted some of their tanks, assault vehicles, and motorized artil-
lery mounts wltlh auxiliary armor consisting of thin plates suspended by
means of brackets along the sides of the hulls and turrets of the vehicles.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate this use of spaced armor on an assault vehicle
at the Tussion front and on a PuKw IV tank in Italy.

"Tactical and Technical Trends* No. )40, 16 December 19)43, reported
that the 1/8" to 1/)4 thick 6ide plating of the type shown above provided Th.,
.Yotection against hollow charge shells and moderately small caliber
usngsten carbide cored ammunition, and may cause high velocity AP shot L__L

to deflect and strike the main armor sideways or at an increased angle.
It was reported from Russian sources, however, that the skirting armor
did not protect against hollow-charge anti-tank ammunition.

It is the purpose of this discussion to explore the utility of spaced
armor in greatly increasing protection with only a slight increase in the
weight of armor, to consider the types of attack which may be effectively
coped with by spaced armor, and also to describe the limitations of spaced '
armor. Means of Improving the effectiveness of armor-piercing projectile*
against space4 armor will also be considered., ...2

a.t It would. be well at this point to define what is meant by "spaced [ *
.aror." As used throughout this discussion, 'spaced armor" refers to a
structure consisting of a moderately thin plate in front of, and separated
by a space from, a considerably thicker armor plate which constitutes the
main armor of the vehicle under consideration. The thin front plate,
called the "skirting plate," faces the attack, and represents approximately
10% or less of the total weight of the armor. A more complex spaced armor
arrangement may comprise a number of skirting plates, but for the sake of ',-
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simplicity in presenting'basi6 tinf6rmation, spaced armor with only one
skirting plate will be considered in the following discussion. The skirt-
ing plate may or may not. be parallel to the mrin armor, and the specific "' *•"

effects of such arrangements will be discussed later.

The function of the skirting plate is not to absorb any significant '-.

proportion of the kinetic energy of attacking projectiles, but to so af-
fect the projectiles that their performance against the main armor is
drastically reduced. The means by which this degradation in performance
is effected will also be considered in detail later. The basic approach
to the design of spaced armor arrangements is to have the skirting plate
of the minimum thickness capable of producing the desired effect upon the
projectae. There is a sound reason for this approach. Numerous trials
plates of equal or approximately equal thickness have invariably shown

that such armor combinations provide considerably less protection than-
a single solid plate of the same telal thickness.

For example, a 3" thick rolled homogeneous armor plate (270 BRI) has
APO M92 projectile at an obliquity of 150. When two 1-1/20 thick plates C.

of the same hardness as above are placed in contact with each other and
are attacked under the same conditions, the ballistic limit falls to
about 1980 ft/sec.* When the two 1-1/2" plates are separated by a space
of 6" (both plates parallel and at 450 to the line of fire), the bal-
listic limit decreases still further to a value of approximately 1610
ft/sec.*

The single 3" thick plate was ballistically superior to the two
1-1/20 thick plates in close contact with each other for the following
reason. The front and rear surfaces of armor provide less resistance
to the penetration of a projectile than does the midsection of the plate.
This is so because the front and rear surfaces of the armor can be de-
formed not only laterally, but can flow outward to form face and rear ,',.-.
bulges and petals. The midsection of the plate flows only laterally,
its upward and downward movement being constrained by the surface material. ,This is illustrated in the following sketch:

Armor Projectile

Front

-7idsectio

" Aberdeen Proving Ground Report .AD-943, "Ballistic Test of Spaced Armor
Arrangements which can be used for Increasing the Protection of .2W ':61,
M24, and M4 Series of Tanks,'O 11 January 194-5. ,
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7 CONFIDENTIAL.

The midsection of the plate therefore offers more resistance to pene-
tration than do both the front and rear of the plate. Putting two thin
plates together to represent a single thick plate thus increases the amount
of less resistant surface material and decreases t~ie amount of more re- •'t.
sistant midsection material. Consequently, the composite armor will have ..-

a lover ballistic limit than the solid plate of the su.me total thickness.

The reason for the still further decrease in ballistic resistance whenthe two 1-1/2" plates were separated by a distance of 60 from each other "-"--l

is that the projectile, upon emerging from the first plate was turned in
such fashion that it impacted the second plate at an obliquity of less than j
45 thus reducing its ballistic resistance yet further. The path of the
projectile is illustrated in the following sketch:

.0i

We now come to the consideration of the function of the thin skirt-
ing plate in reducing the efectiveness of projectiles which perforate it.
The skirting plate may affect projectiles in any or all of the following
ways:

a. The armor-piering cap may be removed, see Figure 3, thus Caee-
ing the shot to be shattered against the heavy main armor.

b. The shot may be turned or yawed, see Figure 4, so that it im-
pacts the main armor at an increased angle.

c. The shot may be fractured upon passage through the skirting
armor, see Figures 5 and 6. The loss of the point and the dispersal of
the fragments result in a marked decrease in the penetration performance.

A number of years ago, a demonstration firing of the 90 mm RVAP M304-
shot was arranged at Aberdeen Proving Ground. The target was to be a 100 •
thick cast armor plate which can be quite easily penetrated by this carbide
cored projectile at O0 obliquity. Because no 1O0 thick plate was avail- '____
able, a 40 thick and a 6N thick cast plate were placed together and were
shot. Much to everyone's chagrin and surprise, the shot failed to per-
forate the target. Upon subsequent examination, it was found that because
the plates were slightly bowed, the two plates were separated from each
other about 2" at the point of impact. The shot emerged from the first
plate in a fractured condition and the very short distance of 2" was suf-
ficient to destroy the effectiveness of the shot fragments against the ''.
second plate.

CO.N SiENVIAL /""V
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Although tungsten carbide has other characteristics which make it
excellent for projectiles, the material is unfortunately very brittle.
It is very rare that a carbide core is recovered Intact after perforating•-'.- ;

armor, even when the impacts are at 00 obliquity. As part of a program
aimed at improving the performance of carbide cored projectiles, the
Watertown Arsenal arranged, some years ago, trials of the standard 90 an
RVAP X304 shot against a number of spaced armor targets. The main armor
consisted of 6" thick wrought homogeneous armor at 30* obliquity. The
skirting plate was placed 12" in front of and parallel to the main armor,
and the variable was the thickness of the skirting plate. The results of
the tests are shown in Figure 7.

Placing a 1/2" thick plate in front of the 6" thick armor reduced the K -
range at which the target could be defeated from 2900 yards to 350 yards!
The addition of the 1/2" thick plate more than doubled the energy required ,-
to defeat the target which was heavier by only 9-1/3%. The 6-1/2" spaced
armor target provides the same protection againit the 90 mm, VAP X3O04 shot
as a single solid plate 11-1/2" in thickness. The utilination of spaced
armor effects a weight savings of 43.5% in this case.

It will be noted that the spaced armor was, in general, increasingly
effective as the thickness of the skirting armor increased. This resulted
from the fact that the core was more severely broken up by the heavier
skirting plates.

During the past year, the Armor Branch of Aberdeen Proving Ground hasbeen firing 57 mm and 90 mm AP, APO, and RVAP shot against a variety of

spaced armor targets to determine the influence of skirting armor upon the
above projectiles and to accumulate fundamental information on the inter-
action of kinetic energy projectiles and spaced armor combinations. The .

details of the ballistic testing program were laid out jointly by person-
nel of Vatertown Arsenal anL Aberdeen Proving Ground.

The first phase of the program consisted of firing projectiles N
through thin plates at various obliquities and photographing the pro.-
jectiles in fight at various distances behind the plates. Photographs
of this type are shown in Figures 3 through 6. Spaced armor targets were
then ballistically tested in the following order:

a. Test of main armol' tithout skirting plates.

b. Test of spaced armor with skirting plate parallel to main
armor and 16" away (Plate Arrangement A).

c. Test of spaced armor with skirting plate at same obliquity as
main armor but tilted in opposite direction from line of fire. Plates 16"
apart along line of fire (Plate Arrangement B).

14
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In all cases, the skirting armor consisted of a number of 1/4" thick
plates of unheat-treated steel armor sandwiched together to form skirting if'

of the desired thickness. This procedure was followed because of the un-
availability of 1/2" and 3/4" thick plates. z- .

The preliminary firing of 57 mm and. 90 mm AP and APO projectiles
through skirting armor yielded some surprising results. A total of twenty-
six rounds of 57 mm AP 170 and fourteen rounds of 57 mm APC 3186 projectiles K:
were fired through 1/2N thick skirting armor at obliquities ranging from
300 through 600, and in each case the projectile emerged intact. The caps *,.

were removed from the APO shot and both the AP and APC shot bodies were
yawed, but none were fractured. However, 26 of 28 rounds of 90 mm AP T33

N(318) which were fired through 1/20 thick skirting plate were fractured
upon emerging behind the plate, see Figures 5 and 6. The 90 mm APO T50
projectile behaved in a different manner - only 30 rounds of 1145•ired were
fractured. It required 10 skirting plate at 600 otliquity to consistently
fracture the APC shot.

Why the 57 mm AP shot remained intact and the 90 am AP shot broke up
going thru the same- target (1/2" plate) is not yet clear. Off-hand, it
should be expected that the reverse would happen, since the 57 mm shot are

r relatively long and -thin &an were not heat treated according to the best
metallurgical practices, while the 90 -e shot are relatively short and--.
stubby and were excellently heat treated. It is believed that longitudinal,'
wave phenomena played a part in this behavior, and this aspect is currently
under study at the Watertown Arsenal.

The more interesting data accumulated to date on this project are ".-.'
tabulated in Figure 9. In the case of both the 57 mm AP and APO projec-
tiles, spaced armor with parallel plate arrangements was less efficient
than the main armor alone. This resulted from the fact that the unfrac-
tured shot were turned or yawed by the skirting armor so that they
impacted the main armor at a lesser angle of obliquity than the original,
thus resulting in a lower ballistic limit for these spaced 'armor arranze-
ments. Actually, the decrease in the ballistic limits (approx. 200 ft sec
in both cases) corresponds to a decrease of 50 to 70 in obliquity (from

40O to 330 to 350). Actual photographic measurements of the yawing of the
57 mm AP and APO projectiles behind the skirting plate were of this same
magnitude.

When the skirting plate and the main armor were sloped towards each
other (Plate Arrangwent B) the ballistic efficiency of the spaced armor
against 57 mm AP and An projectiles was very high. The 2-1/20 spaced i
armor arrangement is equivalent ballistically to a 3" thick solid plate,
thus resulting in a weight savings of 17% in this case.

Both the parallel and non-parallel spaced armor arrangements were
approximately equally effective in degrading the performance of the 90 am
RVAP M304 shot. Since this projectili 'i* ffe'te4 bY'core brei e-•irather:

i A•.-V 1 / ' V, .1w V Ar 13M
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than by yawing, the angle between the skirting plate and the main armor
is not critical. The 4-1/2" thick spaced armor arrangement at 300 obliquity
is ballistically equivalent at the same obliquity to a single solid plate
711 in thickness, representing a weight savings of approximately 33%. The
4-1/2" thick spaced armor arrangement at 450 is ballistically equal to 8"
of solid armor; a weight savings of almost 44.%.

Since, however, the 90 mm APO shot is not always fractured by skirt-
ing armor, the behavior of this projectile against spaced armor targets ,*..

was sometimes inconsistent. The addition of 1/2" thick skirting armor to
40" thick armor at 30* obliquity resulted in a 50% decrease in the maximum
range at which the target could be defeated by the 90 mm APO T50 shot,
while 3/4" thick skirting plate added to 3" armor at 40* obliquity actually
made the armor more vulnerable, increasing the range at which it could be ,
defeated from •400 to 5250 yards. ,.-

It has been observed that spaced armor is most efficient when the at-
tacking projectile is broken up by the skirting plate. When this happens,
spaced armor arrangements can effect weight savings in the range of 30% to *1

50% over solid armor with no sacrifice in protection performance. When, ,.
however, projectiles are not broken, but only decapped or yawed, weight
savings of 10% to 20% can be effected if the projectiles are yawed to im-
pact the main armor at an increased obliquity. If the projectiles are
yawed to impact the main armor at a reduced obliquity, spaced armor be-
comes considerably less efficient than the same weight of solid armor; L
becoming, in fact, even less efficient than the main armor alone.

We now come to the consideration of what might be done to kinetic-
energy projectiles to minimize their degradation by spaced armor.
Dr. Clarence Zener and his group at the Watertown Arsenal worked on this
problem during the last war and they came up with some interesting r,3-
suits. They found that a one-twelfth caliber thick plate was sufficient
to strip the caps from standard APO projectiles at service velocities. 1

Upon removal of their caps, the shot would shatter against targets which
they could otherwis penetrate, thus resulting in a loweringf their bal-
listic performance. • fforts were made to discover means for preventing -
the decapping of APO shot by skirting plates. Analysis of the fracture

of caps by skirting plates showed that biaxial tensile stresses were set
up in the cap forward of the nose of the shot which resulted in brittle
fracture of the cap. The mechanism of biaxial stress formation is il-
lustrated in Figure 9.

The function of caps on APO shot is to reduce the peak inertial .
pressures on the nose of the shot in the early stages of penetration of _ 4-
armor and thus prevent the shatter of the ogive section of the shot.

C. Zener and J. F. Sullivan, "Principles of Armor Protection, 4th

Partial Report," Report No. WAL 710/607-3.
2 C. Zener and J. F. Sullivan, "Principles of Projectile Design for

Penetration, 2nd Partial Report," Report No. WAL 762/231-2.
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Therefore, putting a cap on the AP cap should do the same for the A? cap.
This was found to work. 1  Figure 10 shows some designs of copper buffer
caps which were fitted on APC caps and which prevented the caps from being
stripped off by skirting armor. Figure 11 shows some 37 mm APO projec-
tiles which were fitted with these copper buffer caps. There is no reason
to prevent this procedure from being applied to larger caliber APO shot.

lk With respect to the present standard HYAP rounds, the cores of these
shot are completely unprotected against fracture during the penetration of

skirting plates. The sub-projectiles of British and Canadian APDS rounds
contain tungsten carbide cores which are capped with aluminum or tungsten
nose pads and are encased in rather sturdy steel sheaths which completely
surround the tungsten carbide cores. Tests have demonstrated that these
rounds are very much less degraded by spaced armor than our standard HVAP
rounds. The nose pads and the steel sheaths reduce the tendency toward
break-up of the core upon perforation of thin plates. The performance of
the best APDS shot are, however, degraded by spaced armor combinations
but to a lesser extent than HVAP shot.

There are other types of armor-defeating ammunition which do not de-
pend upon their kinetic energ for the defeat of armor. Among these types
are the "squash-head" or high-explosive plastic charge shell and the
shaped charge shell. The former achieves defeat of armor by setting up
shock waves which result in tensile fracture of the armor in a plane paral-
lel to the plate surfaces and the subsequent dislodging of a circular spall ,
from the rear surface of the armor at a velocity of some hundreds of feet/
second. The second type of ammunition achieves penetration of armor by the
formation of a very high velocity jet of small particles which perforates
armor as if it were a fluid medium. In the latter case, wide variations in
the mechanical properties of the armor material produce little or no change
in its resistance to penetration by shaped-charge shell. ___,D__

The British have done a fairly considerable amount of firing of the .
"squash-head" shell against spaced armor structures and have found that
this ammunition can be rendered ineffective by skirting armor which pro-
vents the shock wave from reaching and being transmitted thru the main
armor plate. 2  Spaced armor combinations are undoubtedly the most effec-
tive means of coping with "squash-head" shell, since this type of ammuni-
tion can spall considerable thicknesses of solid armor. Spaced armor
consisting of a layer of sponge rubber between the skirting plate and the
main armor have been found effective in preventing spalling by "squash-
head" shell. In designing spaced armor structures to defeat "squash-head",_"'--
shell attack, it is important to prevent contact between the skirting .
plate and the main armor during detonation of the shell, for otherwise
the shock waves would be transmitted to the main armor. :-/,•

1 B. C. Ward, "Principles of Projectile Design for Penetration, 7th

Partial Report," Report No. WAL 762/231-7.
2 Proc. No. q5,476 "Attack of Armor," Ordnance Board. Investigation No..1901.
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"There are conflicting data on the performance of spaced armor arrange- _
ments against shaped-charge shell. Tests during World War II showed that
the 105 mm HBAT M67 shell could be defeated by spaced armor consisting of

1two 1-/2" thick homogeneous armor plates spaced 12" apart. 1  NDRO reported2

that spaced armor is superior to solid steel on a weight basis for protec-
tion against shaped-charge shell. This advantage was attributed largely to
the effect of the increased ptandoff caused by the spaced armor arrange- 1 .
ments. The British report 3 that "Hollow charge shell likewise exhibit a
similar degradation of performance against such combination targets (Procs.
Nos. 26,523 and 29,146). The efficiency of the jet deteriorates markedly
with space distance (Procs. Noe. 2•,146 and 29,574).u

More recent information on newly designed shaped-charge shell4 in-
dicate that they are not degraded by spaced armor combinations unless the .--.-

skirting plates are placed at distances from the main armor which are im-
possible from a practical engineering viewpoint to use in actual vehicle

< ~~designs. '.'.'"

More information on the performance and design of spaced armor com-

binations against "squash-head" and shaped-charge shell is vitally needed. ,-.'
It is understood that the Ballistic Research Laboratories will obtain such

I would like to conclude with the presentation of a tentative proposal .,
for armoring vehicles with spaced armor arrangements to provide a well-
balanced degree of protection against a considerable number of the differ-
"ent types of available attack. Last March in the paper on "Terminal Bal-
listics o' Armor and Armor-Piercing Shot,"5 data were presented to show the
disposition of armor to provide defense against specific attacks with the
minimum weight of armor. It was shown that optimum defense against carbide S
cored and APO shot was provided by highly sloping armor at approximately
60_-65* obliquity, whereas best protection against AP shot was provided by
armor sloped at approximately 300 obliquity.

It is believed possible to design a spaced armor structure which willIN be equally effective against all types of kinetic-energy projectiles, which 0
will defeat "squash-head" shell and which may provide a real measure of de-

fense against shaped-charge shell. Such arrangements will have the main

1 Aberdeen Proving Ground Report No. AD-843, "Ballistic Test of Spaced

Armor Arrangements Which Can Be Used for Increasing the Protection of 0v.' ..4
T26z1, M24, and m4 Series of Tanks," 4 January 1945.

2 NDRO Report No. A-346, "Symposium on Shaped Charges," 9 May 1945.

3 Proc. No. q5-476, "Attack of Armor," 30 January 1948.

Private communication to the author from personnel of Aberdeen Proving
G4round.

5 A. Hurlich, "Terminal Ballistics of Armor and Armor-Piercing Shot,"

Report No WAL 710/930, 17 March 1950.
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armor sloped at about 300 obliquity, with the skirting plate tilted in the • |
opposite direction, either as a single plate or as a series of plates ar-
ranged in a Venetian-window blind arrangement. Capped AP shot would be
decapped and yawed so as to strike the armor at an angle between 300 and
400 obliquity, in which range mcnobloc shot are least efficient against
heavy targets. Carbide cored projectiles will be fractured and rendered.
ineffective, and both monobloc and capped steel shot may be fractured, -.
but even if they are not fractured, they will impact the main armor under
the least efficient conditions. "Squas.i-head" shell will be defeated by
this structure, but a considerable amount of development is needed to de-
sign spaced armor structures which will not be destroyed by the detonation .,. •
of the first round and made susceptible to defeat by the second round.

As a matter of fact, the Watertown Arsenal was requested, just prior
to V-J Day, to develop armor which could be added as a field r,.dification

to the M4 tank to protect it from point-blank attack by the j-,panese 47 m
APC shot. Some of our tanks on the Pacific islands were being ambushed by .-. '.
the Japanese, who would hide 47 mm anti-tank guns along jungle roads and
wait for days, if need be, before the right target would present itself...
Samples of the Japanese 47 mm APC shot were made available for the neces- -.

sary tests. It was found that a one-tenth caliber thick plate would re-
move the caps from these shot. The shot were poorly made from a metal- I
lurgical viewpoint, being essentially skin-hardened only, and once they
were decapped, they shattered against and failed to penetrate armor cor-
responding in thickness to the side armor of the M4I tank. It was accord- -w
ingly recommended that a Venetian-blind arrangement of 0.20 thick mild
steel plates be attached to the tanks in the Pacific theatre, but the war
ended before this could be done.

A few months ago, Watertown Arsenal was asked to determine the nature
of the armor-piercing projectile which perforated the sponson plate of one
of our M4 tanks in Korea. We were sent the sample of armor which had the .,
hole through it, and we were asked to describe the projectile which caused
the hole. It was found that this tank was knocked out by a 47 or 50 mm
carbide core armor-piercing projectile of the arrowhead type used by both
the Germans and Russians during World War II. Had that tank been fitted
with spaced armor, it may not have been knocked out.

9
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*A627356 RESTRICTr±ED ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND 314 August 1950
Project No. TB3-1224B. 9O0mn, AP, T33 Projectile After Passing Through
Skirting Plate, Consisting of Four Pieces of 1/4" Armor in Contact with

Each Other and Inclined at 600 Obliquity. so That it's Top Edge is Nearest

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ Gu Sze roetl ioct 44fs
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A62745 RESTRICTED ADENMEN POVNG GROUND 14 August 1950
Project No. TB3-1224B. 90n AP, T33 Projectile After Pamsing Through

Skirting Plate, Consisting of Two Pieces of 1/4" Armor in Contact withEach other and Inclined at 800° Obliquitys that it's Top Edgein N em

to Gun amuzzle. ProJectlle Velocity 2;9 o.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BIAXIAL TENSION IN CAP
THROUGH IMPAGT UPON A THIN PLATE

Compressive
wav .

a.

Region of__

tangentia! fce.

C, :I d. 'I

abc: PROGRESSION OF COMPRESSIVE WAVE DOWN THE CAPS ',
ARROWS GIVE DIRECTION OF MOTION.

d.- EFFECTIVE TANGENTIAL FORGES, *0 S1AXI4AL STRESS
PRODUGED THEREBY
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